
Artist Statement  
 
The main sources of inspiration for my art quilts are my passion for the mathematical order of 
fractals, and my strong interest in the culture of Australia's First People. Using geometry to generate 
fractals was a component of my math teaching, and propels me along different paths in quilt 
making. Shapes that are simple to sew dominated, then hexagons captured me. I worked out 
conditions for hexagon fractal-designs, and had success with juried-exhibition acceptances. Then 
came the Drunkards Path block. The idea of using one block as a design prompt arose when I saw 
Luke Haynes’ Log Cabin collection. 
 
The submitted portfolio represents my progression with Drunkards Path fractal-inspired design. I 
nest different sized squares, with quarter circles inscribed, see Flight Path, then sequentially rotate 
the nested squares. Design variables include the degrees and direction rotated, the number of 
nested squares, placing blocks in a regular pattern or so that the longest curves join for a flowing 
effect, colour choice and colour distribution. The lighter curved elements may be triangle-like pieces 
or from within quarter circles. Light and dark are reversed in some blocks.  

Witching Hour uses a different, 'edge replacement’, fractal-generation method. I continue to explore 
this approach in current work. My designs evolve through playing with block forms in a computer 
program. I generally choose titles of works and fabric colors to suit real-life situations which designs 
evoke for me.  

The Drunkards Path triptych, Celebrate the Culture of Australia’s First People 2, represents my strong 
interest in the culture of Australia’s First People. I belong to a group whose inspiration is the 
Western Australian landscape. I research literature on First Peoples’ connections with the landscape, 
which informs the quilt making. Our quilt sets are approved by Aboriginal reference groups. 
Exhibitions and presentations on them serve reconciliation through education.  

 


